toi	AS YOU LIKE IT
On t&is we cannot do better than quote Sweats
Some have supposed, with great reason, that this tale
occurs among the rest because it is one which Chaucer
intended to recast, although, in fact, he -did not live to
rewrite a single line of it. This is the more likely because
the tale is a capital one in itself, well worthy of being
rewritten even by so great a poet; indeed, it is well known
that the plot of the favourite play known to us all by the
title of As Tou Like It was derived from it at secpnd-hando
But I cannot but protest against the stupidity of the
botcher whose hand wrote about it, 'The Coke's Tale of
Gamelyn.' This was done because it happened to be found
next after the 'Coke's Tale.'..,The fitness of things
ought to show at once that this 'Tale of Gamelyn/ a tale
of the woods in true Robin Hood style, could only have
been placed in the mouth of him 'who bare a mighty
bow/ and who knew all the ways of wood-craft; in one
word, of the Yeoman... .And we get hence the additional
hint, that the Yeoman's Tale was to have followed the
Coke's Tale, a tale of fresh country life succeeding one of
the close back-streets of the city. No better place could be
found for it.
The Tale of Gamelyn (as the reader may remember)
runs in this fashion:
Litheth and lesteneth [[ and herkeneth aright,
And ye schulle heere a talking || of a doughty knight}
Sire Johan of Boundys || was bis righte name..,
and he leaves three sons. The eldest, succeeding to the
estate^misuses the youngest brother, who triumphs in a
•wrestling-bout and, escaping to the greenwood with an
old retainer, Adam the Sp.encer, becomes an outlaw*
The eldest brother, Johan, as sheriff pursues him—-just
as the proud sheriff of Nottingham pursues Robin Hood.
He is taken, and bailed; returns, in ballad-fashion (like
the Heir of Linne, for example), just in time to save his
bail, and the wicked Johan is sent to the gallows.
But Gamelyn most probably derives from a yet older
ballad of Ganddyn, Robin Hood's fere in the green-
wood and avenger of his deaths

